We are hiring!

Working Student – Web Developer

We are a young start-up from Paderborn, changing the warehousing of online shops, fast delivery services, and large warehouses. Our automation technology is based on a simple modular principle with robot technology, steel construction and a lot of growth potential.

The Founders team consists of former students from the University of Paderborn and would like to compete with Silicon Valley from Paderborn. An opportunity with a high degree of personal responsibility awaits you.

We are looking for a student assistant for **8.5 – 19 hrs./week**. As a technical working student (m/f/d), you will actively help shape the development of the company.

What do we expect from you?

- Ongoing degree in computer science or a related discipline with a focus on Web development
- Good programming skills with the knowledge of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and Python
- Knowledge of MySQL for database management and the web framework - Flask (Bonus: API programming)
- Decent knowledge of User Experience and User Interface Design
- Fluent Communication Skills in English and/or German

What do we offer?

- A taste of the Start-Up Culture: Constant support by a passionate and performance-driven founders‘ team
- Future Scope: An opportunity to get a full-time position after your studies
- A pleasant and dynamic work atmosphere, with ample opportunities to ignite your learning curve through fun challenges
- Hassle-free coffee: An automatic coffee machine to fuel you throughout the day

Ready to build a career with us? Apply now at jobs@cellgo.io with relevant documents. Female candidates are strongly encouraged to apply!

#WomenEmpowerment

Know more about us at: [www.cellgo.io](http://www.cellgo.io) or Scan the code: